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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Middle Full Stack Java Developer
 

Київ,  
 

Компанія: Itera Ukraine
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: від двох років

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

Itera is looking for a Developer with wide experience within Java and front-end development for project for Icelandic customer
(banking domain) to become a part of distributed team working on mobile apps development.

The qualified candidate will need to be a fast learner and be able to grasp technical and business aspects of the project. Business
trips to Iceland may take place.

Tasks and responsibilities:

Become a part of development team working on mobile applications (development from scratch)
Implement software development solution and modules, contribute to design
Develop and integrate cross-browser/device solutions with responsive design
Communicate with customer, understand technical requirements
Deliver high quality code and documentation

Professional requirements:

At least 4 years experience within software development
At least 3 years experience within Java
Deep understanding software product lifecycle, quality assurance approaches
Solid experience with Java core
Experience with Node.js
Experience with Apache Camel, Apache CXF
Experience within web services development (SOAP, REST)
Proven front-end development experience (AngularJS, ES6, WebPack, Bootstrap)
Experience with Git, Git-flow
Experience of direct communication with customer
Knowledge of unit testing, continuous integration

Be a plus:

Experience in mobile development (Android Java, Swift)
Experience of working with Backbase platform
Experience in working according to SCRUM methodology
Offshoring projects experience
Experience of work in distributed environment

Personal requirements:

English: upper-intermediate
Responsible and loyal
Self-organized
Team player
Goal-oriented

Company offers:

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


Competitive compensation
Paid vacation, 100% paid sick leave (+3 paid sick days without sick list)
Medical insurance with sports and stomatology
Free English and Norwegian language courses
Comfortable office in the center of Kyiv
Friendly team of high experienced specialists

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +38 (044) 363-32-03
 
 

Контактна
особа:

Recruiter
 

Сайт: http://www.itera.no/ua
 

Адреса:
г. Киев, ул. Н. Пимоненко,
13
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